Celebration of Courage

Outright's 2016 Human Rights Awards at the United Nations

Monday
MAY 16, 2016
6:00 to 9:00pm

Delegates Dining Room
of the United Nations
NEW YORK CITY

International hors d'oeuvres
Open bar including cocktails, wine & beer

Co-Chairs
Valerie Ploumpis
Aalap Shah

Host Committee
Steven Barr & Frank Ahimaz
Amie Bishop
Mark Black & Glen Leiner
Linda Blackmore
Paul Boskind
Roxanna Carrillo & Charlotte Bunch
Michael Conway & Jim Manzano
Jon Cooper
Mitch Draizin & Philippe Brugère-Trélat
Roger Doughty & Royce Lin
Julie Dorf
Áine Duggan
Sean Eldridge & Chris Hughes
Ryan Espinoza
Monroe France
Susana T. Fried & Debra J. Liebowitz
Ted Hill & Peter McAweeney
Surina Khan & Jennifer Terry
Tim Lane
Spencer Lord
Representative Mark Pocan
Kevin Potter
Gregory Reed & Michael Zorich
Dorothy Sander
Stephen C. Savage
Roberta & Sondra Segal-Sklar
Tony Simone
Alexandra Tereshonkova
Jon Tili
Andy Tobias
Tom Watson
Keola Whittaker

Tickets
$250 per person
Delegates Dining Room of the United Nations
NEW YORK CITY
International hors d'oeuvres
Open bar including cocktails, wine & beer

Sponsorships
begin @$500

For More Info Visit
OutRightInternational.org/coc2016

Special Recognition Awards
Randy Berry
U.S. Special Envoy for the Human Rights of LGBTI People

Dan Bross
Microsoft

Outspoken Award
UN Free & Equal Campaign

Felipa de Souza Award
Arus Pelangi
National Federation of LGBTI Communities in Indonesia
Despite calls, even by government officials, for executions and public censorship of LGBTIQ voices, Arus Pelangi has stood up for the rights of Indonesians. As our strong partner in the world’s 4th most populous nation, Arus Pelangi serves as a national organization leading the queer community to safety and security as they support human rights in the face of continual homophobia, transphobia, and religious extremism.

Performance
Fun Home
Gabriella Pizzolo (“small Alison”) from Broadway’s “Best Musical”

Young Professionals
Charles Alvarez
Louis Chesney
Florin Helf
Michael Ighodaro
Tushar Malik
Chantel Mattiola
Matthew McMorrow
Jason Ortiz
Samuel Rensing
Daniel Sinasohn
David Smith
French Smith
Nicholas Tamborra
Sam Watters
Matthew Zaccagni

Special Guest
Indian Crown Prince
Manvendra Singh Gohil

Hosted by
Alan Cumming

OutRight Action International
Human Rights for LGBTIQ People Everywhere